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;[~}:[Q!£1 .Q;y !j;£i tQ!:•- It is a pleas'Ure to pi'eseht the follovling ·article to our 
readers; the author, Mr. Ernest Pfanhenscl"llll:iclt, .. 1-is a leader. of planetary obser
vers in post•war Germany. His address is (20 b) Einbeck-Hannover, Grimsehl 
Strasse 18; British Zon~, Germany., \tle have had frequent occasion in. past issues 
to discuss the contributions of our German colleagues to our common,studies. A 
planet,ary article by Mr. Pfannenschrh.idt is a regular and (we are toid) popular 
feature of the magazine Sternem..relt. · 

O~r col=!,.eague' s .subject should appeal to those readers havine either no .optics.l 
equipment or else instruments inadequate for most Martian studies. Throur,h this 
project they v.rill still be able to. participate in the international p1~ogram on 
Hars outlined in our October issue, In Germany recent uork on Ma,rs,of the sort 
discussed has been carried out bj" Mess·rs.Ahnert and Ruegemer. Mr.Pfannenschrnidt 
suggests that when a number .of observers are sharing the srune ·telescope, they 
might very suitably employ the interval between turns at the eyepiece for these 
naked-eye estimates of the color and brightness of Mars. 

:-.· . .. ,, .. , 

by Ernest Pfannenschmidt 

Although visu~l photometric and colorimetric ·observations of Uranus and !leptune 
have, among other things,. disclosed and confirmed the rotation periods c~:f both 
these celestial bodies, few amateurs seem.to give earnest attention to this in
teresting phase of observational astronomy. A good vray to rouse permanent in
terest in such uork is to observe:Mars at opposition without optical aid and to 
determine the period of rotation· by erilploying'the simple and well known .Arge
lander step-method of visual magnitude estimates.- With sufficient closely
grouped data at hand it is quite easy to draw a photometric graph which will not 
on,ly disclose the period of rotation but. ·vrill a~so cor:t;"espond closely . to a 
photometric surface-map. of the p'lanet, · It is thus actually possible: to con
struct a c:r:ude photometric map of Hars ... based on naked~eye observations on~y
surely an interesting and instructive paradox • 

.. . 
The method was probably. first applied by 'the vJe.ll knovm late Danish. planetary 
and variable star observer H. E. Lau (see D.S.A.F., Sept. Nov. 1 1914) •. Lau 
hit upon the idea when hearing Prof. Guthnick•s initial photoeleqtric cell in
vestigations of Mars (see Ve;r:2X.f..~. J?_~r:J:.~Q-J2ab~1:.P..Qe:a; I, 1, pg. 54) and immedi-
a-tely decided to, attempt-visual estimates. The photometric intensity of Mars· 
iq .~?trongly variable .because o.f the unequal distribution of ,bright. and dark 
surface markings generally called "continents" and "Haria"• .An easily detect
able period of approximately 24h 37m _is due to the planet's rqtation, . whereas 
non-periodic . fluctuatiqns result from ·the corresponding· tilts of the pla.."1et 1 s 
northern or southern pole to or from the earth. at various oppositions andjor 
from large scale Martian ·meteorological phenome;na such as ·the veiline:of other
v.Tise dark areas thru 1bright cloud ma~ses. Typical examples of the .. latter kind 
P.revailed during the 1901 and ·1922 oppositions at Lacus Solis, Hare. ,S:Lrenum,, 
Pyrrhea Regia, and Tempe. The independent observations or confirmation of such 
phenomena by naked-eye estimates .may well reveal data of scientifi~ value. · :The 
foregoing, of course, applies also to color:Lmetric studies. 

At perihelion oppositions, 'when the southern Martian hemisphere is tilted to
wards the ear.th, the <l,rea of .light-redt~cing dark surface markings. on the disc 
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at a spedific· time' may amount to. ~s much as .30% of the total disc area,producing 
a- very definite and easily detectaple reduction in apparent c,elestial magr:iitude, 
H~ E. Lau used Capella, Prccyon, and Regulus· _a.s comparispn .stars; and his obser
v!ltion·s compared very ·Hell with those of Prof~ Guthnic;k, ·who ·fo'lmd ,the photo.
elec,trit} minimu.Tll of intensity ,at an areographical longitude' ·of 60 and the -corres ... 
pondine; maximum at 1170. Lau e_stimated the visual miriimmn a·t· 300° {Syrtis Major) 
and the ma."'<imum at 121° (Arcadia-Tharis, Menmonia). The_ observers ·agree still 
better on the amplitude, Guthnick giving 0~18 and Lau ol;17, These notes will 
suffice to make clear the efficiency of -the· visual method J1.1st '1')rogagated, 

A few hints may be of interest to future observers~. W<:iitat least JO minutes be
fore commencing ~rTith observations; only then. wi.ll your eyes be fully accomo
dated to the dar;k. . -A dark sky is absol}ltf:lly essential; moonlight or,.· h1ilight 
affects the estimates in a varying and uncontrollable .. :manner because · bright 
sky-backe;rounds tend to make red stars (Nars) appeare r.eJ_atively ' brig:(1ter and 
lrlhi te stars dimmer. To .avoid troublesome . terre;;; trial· atmospheric: · absorption, 
make it a habit to observe the nlanct near the meridional transit, Comparison 
stars should have high altitudes:- (declinat:j_ons); · benon-variable, as close to 
the planet as poss:_,:;1e, and .., alas .- prcferabiy of red color (spectroscopic 
groups Nor R). However, since almost· none of the· brighter stars comply with 
these ideal requirements, others will have to bE3 chosen. Antares, Pollus, 
Procyon, Capella, and Regulus, among others, will do, The oppositional magni
tude of Mars in late Mardh;,•·1950 ·will amount to approximately. ~l~l •. ·Observers 
attempting color estimates ·with filters should use g;Lasses with· kno\<m absorp
tion values:. 

py David H. RosE3brugh 

In Volume 3,Number 9, pac;e 5, paragraph J,·of The Strolling Astronomer ll.il'o 

John J. ot Neill refers to a romarkably>vari~ble illumination~-:Df tEO.r·r;·artion of 
the moon still in the umbra during the lunar eclipse of April 1.3, 191;.9• 

It is. my opinion that such phenomena are caused either by the earth's atr,losphere 
or more probably by our own eyes, though T have. no proof·· to adduce. but merely 
an impression based upon a phenomenon noted at the .. totf'.l eolipse of the: sun on 
August 31, 1932, 

It was cloudy at the time of that ec;Lipse in the. Province of Quebec where Dr. 
Fred G. Hamilton·of Toronto aYJ.d I had gone with our 1-rives to see·. the eclipse, ••• 
As it grew dc,rker before the total phase of the eclipse; the darkness seemed -to 
increase in steps. lt grew rapidly darker, then· seemed to change·.not ·at all 
then rapidly darker. again, and then a period of no. change.· There· wer-e) I· think, 
a dozen or more such 9teps-in the !Jer1od extending from rouchly 2minutes -before 
totality to totality itself. Dr .• Hamilton 11ncl T.both :ritoted this 11 step"·.ppeno-
menon and discussed :_t as. it -...ras happe~1i1).g.,. As I remember it· there.·-.was no 
corresponding phenomenon when the sky was-. brightening after the eclipse was· over. 

Despite 17 years of occasional mild inqv.iry among professional. ~d a.'TI;ateur a
stronomers, I have f9und no explanation; but I believe ;it . was a pl?Bnomenon 
caused by my own eyes, in my paryicular case at least. 

As Lord Kelvin pointed out, our eyes are very imperfect in many ;regards • 
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Post_S.£.!.:.!2} .Qy EditQ,t:. The preceding. article was received in a letter dated 
October 3. Our correspondent's address is 87 Fern Circle, tJaterbury 8, Conn. 
Perhaps Mr. 0 1·Neill or others would like to discuss f'u.l'ther in ;future issues the 
question here raised. 

By T. R. Cave, Jr. 

The Recorder is very pleased to report a great increase in activity among 
observers. in recent -vrork on the planet Venus. Complete· a..'1d det~il~d r'eports have 
been received from the following persons: 

OBSERVER -----
F. E. Brinckman, Jr. 

T. R. Cave, Jr. 

T. Cragg 

P. Chorley 

U. H. Haas 

H •• Le Vaux 

D. O'Toole 

E. J. Reese 

C. B. Stephenson 

E. K. 1-Jhite 

Long Deac~, Cal. 

Long Beach, Cal. 

Los Anc~les, Cal. 

Vallejo, Cal. 

Albuquerque, N. M. 

Los Angeles, Cal. 

Vallejo, Cal. 

Uniontown, Pa. 

Chicago, Ill. 

Kimberley, B.C., 
· Canada 

611&8 11 Rens. 

6 11 Refl. '& 
1211 Refr. 
611 Refl. 

6 11&8 11 Refls. 

611 Refl. 

611 Refl. 

6 11 Refl. 

611 Refr. 

7-l,-11 Refl. 
"' 

' (\ 

·used Cave 1 s 
8 1~ once. 

Used Griffith 
Refr. 
O'Toole's 
telescope. 

.Observeg with 
'Cave once. 
.. -, . 
. .,. _________ ...,_ 

Univ. of Chicago 
telescope. 

It is rather r~~arkable that 59 drawings and 65 -v~itten observations were 
submittedby the ten observers, or nearly one drawing per observation, a most 
excellent record of work done on a'poorly placed planet. · 

!:!i~_.QUSJ:-CAPS. The North and South 11 Polar 11 Cusp-Caps were · ~9rmally visible· 
to all observers. In early Aut:;ust the N. Cusp-Cap was easily th(3 more prominent, 
Stephenson findingit the most prominent feature on the planet in his observation 
of August 3 (all dates by U.T.). Surprisingly, Reese observed on August 7 and 
-vras unable to see any indic.at.ions of light caps. Near August 10 there·· is strong· 
evidence to indicate that both Cusp-Caps vJere of nearly equal size and intensity, 
this condition lasting. until near August 24. However, on August 11 Cragg noted 
a sudden, but very temporary, lightening of the North Cusp-Cap, lasting probably 
less than 24 hours. Haas fp1md the t·111o Cusp-Caps nearly equal on August 16, his 
observation being very well confirmed by all other workers. All observers agree 
on the redevelopment of the North Cusp-Cap, which became evident about August 25 
or 26. On August 24 Stephensoti.' found the Cusps "not intrinsically brighter than 
the rest of the planet11 • Cave observed the Cusps to be of equal intensity on 
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August 26 but found a sudden, though apparently short-lived, brightening of the 
South Cap on Augus~ 27. Drinckman in an excellent view on August 28 noted the 
North Cap to be 'the more conspicious · 'but uniquely (in these obse.rva-tiqns). com
posed of two concentric zones. l-lhi te observed the; ·North· .Cap· to be: C'6risp~cuous 
in early September; however, on September 5 LeVaux was unable to dist:Lnguis~ 
either of the Cusp-Caps. During most of September the Cusp~.wero loss easy tq 
obseL"V® and smaller in area than in August, and usually they were of nearly ooual 
size. Chorley and O'Toole made a m.unber of fine drawings during the second and 
t'·,ird weeks of September, noting nearly equal Cusps and on several occasions 
dark, bordering Cusp-Bands. In early Septemoor Haas was unable to observe any 
south Cusp-Band, a ~ack confirmed by Cave and LeVaux. 

THE TERHINATOR. The terminator or "twilight region" was normally an onsy 
featur·o tonecrly all observers. In early August tho still very gibbous·. planet 
presented a snooth, oven terminator. As the phase slowly decreased, very slit:;ht 
irregularities developed, usually in noar-11 eque.torial" latitudes. (Hero "equa
toriaf." is used undo:£ ~he .£§S1.1.!1mti,2!?; ~.:!2 th_s :2,2le~ ~ E.£§E the cusps.) Haas 
notGd. an equatorial flr-'.ttening on several dctos in early_ Septemb.er and more 
prominently once near the last of tho month. Observing on September 18, O'Toole 
found a prominent projection a few degrees south of tho equator. :Sr~.nc1L.11an 
noted a slight indentation at the· equator on September 21; reobsorvi_ng tho so.rne 
appearah.cc tho following evening, September 28 .l]optember 22?] , Bri:~lCkman was 
struck ~y ~ very strong equatorial projection, which one hour later developed 
into a prominent indcnta.Uon. 

,!HE.J:];MB BAND. . Haas, Roose, BrinclrJilan, .VJhit.q, Stephenson, and. Cave noted 
this narrow, bright band rather roe;ularly. Although most certainly ahrays well 
vJOrth recording, the limb band may be a contr·ast illusjon between .the bricht 
disk and tho sky background. 

,!~_QUSKY D:'3TAI~ These 'mguo, often extensive details might well be re-
garded as among tho most difficult of planetary markings. Tho shadings \lith ;few 
m::coptions appear at tho very limit of visual observation. Reese regularly found 
parallel dark bolt streaks; Cragg nlso ofton.found a very similar appearance and 
a very persistent equatorial bolt. O'Toole noted similar markings on several 
occasions, but ho and .Stephenson often drm.J mony l8.rge oval or irregular-shaped 
markings interspersed by many smaller white m~oas. Hac.s regularly observed tho 
dc.rk markings to bo composed of several streaks, narrmo~ cmd often not parallel 
to tho planet's equator. Httas noted tho southern h0misphcro to contain more 
dusky details tho..n tho northern in mid-September. This dj_ffercnce was tmll con
firmed on a number of othor do.to s by Stephenson, LoVaux1 C:~·o..gg, o.nd 0 1 Toole. 
Stephenson found under good seo:i.ng tho..t tho lergo dUsky shc1dinr,s appeared to 
brenk up into smaller components, art effect particularly evident on August9 and 
23. On September 25 }loose wrote: '1The disk is dofinitoly.·11ottled; hcivJovcr, tbo . 
exact appee.ranco of tho nio..rkings is r:ni to uncertain". Haas, spoaldng of a riltho:i• 
poor viot-1 on September 18, noted: 11.At· tir.les I snw ~me pattern of.markinrrs; at 
othor times, some ci+hor pattern" •. It is evident, tl1eroforo, that ·it is :>fton 
very diff".cult to be. sure of.tho objectivity .of tho very var,uo dusky details. 

I!iE l·!:-IITE fdELS. · Crac;g calls attention to a uhi"!:-e area, apparently· station-
ary, ahrays situe.tod· on tho limb considerably to the· south of the equato:i:-. This 
area is so persistent to Cragg the.t all observers should attempt . confirmation. 
Drawings now· in the hands of the Recorder. d_o not indicate definite qonfirmr tion 
of this area with any degree of certainty; hovmvor,. Haas may well have seen it 
on September 24-25 (U. T. ·date chtmged) and Stephenson O!l· August 10. ·· 



C01'1PARISON OF DRA.vJINGS. The Recorder has attempted whenever drawings were 
made by different-observers within one hour of the same time (U.T.) on the same 
date to compare them for detail confirmations. This process is here only appli
cable to .a dra')tJing by Steph.enson and. one by. Cragg both made on- -Augu$t 9. It il;! 
striking to see the similar:i,ty of. deta:i.ls- recorded by these two excellEmt obser
vers, working some ti-JO thousand miles ap8.r;t and naturally complet~lY, independently .. 

EEMARKS BY THE RECORDER. Work o~. V~nu~. has been rapidly --~n6reasir1g in 
quantity and quality during the last two months, All observ.ers·who can. conven
iently use their telescopes, even though it be only occasionally, when the 
planet is W(;l;ll placed for. observation are i.lrged ·to do so. Drawings are parti..:. 
cularly important whenever P<'SSible since comparisons can: then be made which may 
eventually indi~ate at least one feature which reoccurs at regular intervals; .of 
course; . the importance of this p11ssible. recurrence can be easily understood. 
Several observers are now finding color filters to be of considerable help, and 
others may well benefit by using them. 

It might be_iqteresting for active observers of Venus using six-inch or larger 
telescopes to experiment with off-axis diaphragms and to report their results to. 
the Recorder •. When sufficient data are available the results will be carried in 
the Interim Report. 

by Elmer J. Reese 

l~yian Activ1ty Continues. On September 8, Mr. T. R. Cave wrote in part as 
r·<:.lows: "I have noticed during the last. two weeks an interesting chanr.;e in the 
Er;.ua:torial Zone and in detail just north and"south of this area.· A great number 
oi' short, slightly c-urving wisps have been seen and a profusion of very minute 
detail. I hope others can confirm these changes on Jupiter; _they have appeared 
r·Pmarkable .. to me.". These striking changes have indeea ·been confirmed and a 
discussion. of some of them will be fmmd in this report. · yle.}lope that observers 
vr:.ll ' continue to follow developments on . Jupiter as -lat.~ . l3_S. po$sible in the 
present apparition and as early as possible in the next one. 

EZ Festoons. Dr. J. c. Bartlett continues to devote much attention to the 
very active system of festl"lons or dusky streaks now visible il.'l the_EZ extending 
from the south edge of the NEB to the SEBn (or, in some cases, to the EB or even 
the SEBs). The following-remarks by Bartlett are largely cq~firmed by the work 
of other observers in our group: 110n going over my records I' .find that from 
J1.:nG 24 through August 21 there were many festoons begiiming on the south edge 
of the NEB and ending on the EB with which they appear to merge and even to give 
rise to in some longitudes. Since August 21, however, they have all connected 
1-r::. th the SEBn as I see. them. 11 V.le have already mentioned that an apparent attrac
ti;:m existed b®tween the SEB disturbance and the. dark projections· on the south 
ed6e of the NEB (page 13 of September issue). We now wonder if this change in 
the festoon system can be linked with the disturbance in the· SEB'? Yo:ur idea.s 
and comments concerning the physical nature of Jupiter are always ·:most· w:elcome ! 

§J_;J Disturbance. The violence of this disturbance is very well illustrated 
on beautiful drawingp by O'Toole on September 28 at C:t\~ {II) 1,63° and .on Sept. 30 
d l/,.5°. A very bright.·· oval-shaped area in the Interior ZonE? · nea.r 139° .(II) 
8Vidcntly vanished between these two. datos~ While vory dar.k CQndensationS at 1420 
and 158° made their appearance. The markings in the Interior Zone have been 
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changing· so' rapidly that it has been very diffic1,1lt to recognize them .. even . on 
closely adjacent dates •. The- advancing .front of the disturbance. had reached 337°. 
(II) on October 12. Following this front the Interior Zone tended to get ::darker 
and darker 1.mtil the preceding should~r. of ~-e . Red Spot Hollow was reached •. 
This dark shading has not been continuouS., bu,t ,brok.en into a _nillnber of -dark':areas •. 
Bartlett obse~v~d the preceding ~nd 'of one. pf these dark ma~·ses at 111° on Sept. · 
14 and again at 97° on September 21. These positions 'indica,te a wes~w:ard drift · 
of 2° per ·day which is in . good agreement with the drift of the ad,v'aneing ·_:front 
of the entire disturbance (pae;e 9. of Octob_er issue) • ·. The In~erior Z:dne· remairis 
very bright following the. ·Hollow - almost as }?,right' .. ·as the &Tri ~ ·· Hill this · 
brightness disappear ·when and if the advancing front of the distUrbance finally 
reaches the following shoulder of the Hollow in early December? ··· · ·.. · · 

3§3d_§.:Qot ~£.Jiollo,!!. As the SEB darkened in September and .early October, it 
became evident that the Red Spot was getting fainter' and :inorG diffuse. This 
fading is evidenced ·by the fact that E.K. White could not see the:·Spot or Hollow 
on September 7 with his excellent 'lt-inch reflector despite-fairly good seeing! 
On September 22 E. E. Hare observed what may -v1ell have been an indication of the 
return to prominence of the Hollow. On that date Hare observed a very dark 
column in the STrZ at the preceding end of the Hollow which resembled the 
column observed there in 1948. 

VIe have these longitudes (~I) for the Re.d Spot Hollm,.r: 
.. 

.Qent.££ .Qbser~ Limiting Dates Prec •. End. Fol. End. --------
Hare Aug. 9.:..Sep. 22 229° (7.obs.) :249° (1). 2670 (1) 
0 1Toole Aug.l6-8ep. 9 230 (2) 250 (1) 265 {1) 
Reese Aug. 7-8ep. 27 229 (12) 247 (1) 260 (1) 
Stephenson Aug. 7-Aug •. 24 229 ... (3) ' ---
White Jul.28~ep. 7. .230 (3) 242 (1) '''254 . '(2) 

We have these longitudes (II) for the Red Spot: 

Hare Aug. 9~sep. 22 232 (7) 247 (4) : 261 (6) 
0 1Toole Sep. 9 . 2411- (1) 253 (1) 259 . (1) 
Reese Aug. 7-8ep. 27 230 (12) 245 (12) 259 (10) 
Stephenson Aug. 7-Aug. 24. 

" 
246 (2) 258 (2) 

White Aug.26-8ep. 7. 238 (2) 249 _(i) 255 (1) 

Belts~dZ~~· A list· of the inore prominent 'be,lts observed in September 
arranged in· order of: decreasing average conspicuousness· follows: NEB~· STB, SEBn, 
NTB,- NNTB, SEBs, EB, SSTB. This list is based. on a total. of 19 sets of esti
mates by Brinckman, L. Johnson,. 0 1 Tool"e, and Reese. Near the.. end of September 
the ·combined SEB was so dark. immediat~ly pr~ceding the Ho:(..lowthat 'it exceeded 
the STB in conspicuousness and even rivalled the NEB~ · · 

Six se,ts of intensity estimates by Bartl~tt in September place tAe' z;ones .in the 
following order of decreasing b:rightness :. STrZ, STeZ, NTrZ. Eight sets by 
Roese give these results: NTrZ, ST-rZ, STeZ, SEBZ, ·}TTeZ, EZn · L. Johnson fotu1d 
the. NTrZ a little br:i.ghter than the STrZ on September 3 at 3 • . 



§TB_Cloud. This persistent fea~tire was still faintly visible .at opposition 
this year. Haas, Hare, Stephenson, and Reese have obtained a total' of41 tran
sits of the cloud during the present apparition. Their results place the center 
of the cloud at 150° (II) on July 20 with a length of 13° and ~ drift of 26~1 
every 30 days in decreasing longitude (II) • This corresponds · to ·a rotation 
period of 9h 55m 58 which 'is in good agreement with a period of 9h 55m 6s ob
tained in 1948. The. first observation of the cloud in 1949 may have been made 
on March 19 when Haas placed its preceding end at 2450 (II). Late in Jtily the 
cloud became very faint and diffuse and was lost. However, Stephenson o}?tained 
9 transits of a very faint and inconspicuous cloud in the STB from August 6 to 
23. This cloud was about 130 long and its center drifted from 153° on August 6 
to 145° on August 23. If this is the same cloud which was observed prior to 
opposition, it is_evident that its movement:in decreasing longitude was greatly 
decelerated late in July. L. T. John$on observed a faint, whitish rift along 
the middle of the STB on SeptembBr 14 at lh with the preceding end of the rift 
near the central meridian or 96° (II). Hare also observed .. on this date and 
estimated the preceding end of a lighter section of the STBto lie near 106°. 
Reese found this white rift very bright·. and distinct on September 26 when its 
preceding end was· a't 880 and again on October 10 when its pre·ce.ding end was at 
72°. This is very probably the same cloud that was observed prior.to opposi
tion and its drift from July 20 ·to October 10 has been minus 26~4 (II) every 
30 days. · 

SOME RECENT_LUNAR OBSERVATIONS 

D. P. Barcroft observed the crater Proclus in good seeing with his 10-inoh 
reflector on August 1, 1949 (U. T. here and later). The seelng was g·ood; and the 
crater was about 39 degrees from the sunrise terminator. Barcroft reports: "I 
kept on seeing the little craterlet in the east trall reported . by Sch."llidt [j:>g. 
218 of Goodacre's ~2n]; there was some dark detail near by, probably a streak up 
the side of the wall. 

11 Then I began to notice an abundance of detail, both on the floor 
east wall which appeared terraced. About the best comparison I can 
the moment is that of an archi teet spider's vreb sliding out. from the 
uindow; the radiant here. was the relatively large dark depression 
-vmll. 11 

and up the 
think of at 
corner of a 
in the west 

On pg. 1 of our August issue we . invited observers to examine "fault b11 in Conan 
'between colongitudes 24° and 40°. (Colongitude is the eastern :longitude of the 
s·unrise terminator measured all the vay around the moon up to 360°.) E. E. Hare 
observed Canon on July 5 and 6 w:i..th.a ?..;inch reflector at 255X and fair seeing. 
On July 5 at colongitude 21':1 he found the northwest inner~ wall of Conan very 
de.rk and could discern no darker edge at "fault b". On ·July 6 at 33~1 "fault b11 

was "seen unbroken".. Though the ·feature was "definitely seen", · Hare does not 
remember it as then unusually.· cor1spicuous. 

At tho same time on July 6 Reese made his surpr1s1ng comparison that 11 fault b" 
1...ras almost as conspicuous as the Straight 'Hall (pg. 10 of September issue). 

. . 
The walled plain Plato remains a favorite object with some of our members. E. K. 
Hhite observed it with his 7-inch reflector on September 13: on a dawn sky in 
fair seeing and excellent transparency. The colongitude being 161~6, ~lliite 
easily sa1..r a number of craterlets on the floor; and the twin craterlets in its 
north central part (The §trolling Astra~, Volume 3, Number 1, pp. 3-5, 1949) 
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vrer.o clearly divided and appeared t6 be of equal size. Hhite observed again 
on September 14 in a dmm sky vJi th fair see;_ng and a thin haze •:: The coloi1e;i tude 
then being 173?8, one might have expected the·fioor craterlets .to be more con
spl.cuous under the 10\ver lighting • On the contrary 1 they- were far more diffi
cult; vlhite could only suspect the near.:..central craterlet,. and others \-Jere quite 
invisible to him, lJhi te expresses the opinion that this: discrepancy cannot be 
blamed upon the slight terrestrial haze on September 14-and suggests some sort 
of obscuring lunar haz·e over most of the floor ·of Plato. ;To support this inter
pretation, he points out that on September 14 he did see in Plato a cratel~let 
near the northeast wall and a rather difficult hill near·.the southwest -\vall. 
l"loreover1 he counted-and·saw sharply-at least a d,ozen minute craterlets on the 
floor of Ptolemey, most of them e.s tiny as the invisible cra~erlets in Plato. 

E. J. Reese examined Plato in fairly good seeing on Septe:mber 10, 1949 ·-vii th his 
6-inch reflector at colongitude 120Q8. He easily saw the twin craterlots as 
twins, and the northeast twin was definitely brighter and larger than the south
,,mst one. Reese especially directs attention to a brirht spot (a craterlet?) 
approximately three-fourths of the \-ray from the near-centrel craterlet to the 
m.ost conspi<;:uous craterlet in tho southeast portion of' the floor. This spot 
Roese had not seen before; in particular, it is absent from a dravr:i..ng he made on 
Hovember 30, 1947, in almost perfect seeing at colongitude 116~4.· Nevertheless, 
on September 10 it was as conspicuous as a spot some miles south of the central 
craterlet and visible to Reese on November 30, 1947, as vrell as on many' other 
dates in recent years. There is, -of gourse, the inevitable question of vrhethor 
it might have been seen if it had been carefully looked for; but it would be 
distinctly worthwhile for lunarian:S lli th oxcellent instruments to make a careful 
study of tho pertinent portion of ·the floor of Plato. v.J. H .• Haas on October 3, 
1949,in. f'ai;r seeing could .see th'e spot some miles south of the central cratorlet 
with di.fficulty but_could not see the ·spot first recorded by Reese on.September 
10. · The colongi tude t-ras /1.195, and the two observa.tions may not be comparable 
because of this large difference in lllumination. 

Observations of very dim prolonr;ations of the horns of the moon into the dark 
hemisphere are not rare. Refer, for exampl~, to Th~ .§.:t!:.2lling !st!:,Q!!Qm£I1 

Volume 2, Number 9, pg, 10, 19/+8• Perhaps a typicc::.l record is one made by Haas 
-vri th a 6-inch reflector on Septemher 181 1949 at 11h. :36m and thus about four 
days before new moon. "Each cusp is prolonged in that the rim of the oarthlit 
bemisphere adjacent to it is sliGhtly but distinctly brightened. The lengtn of 
each prolongation is four or five degrees. .Their ividth is perhaps two seconds 
of arc." 

On July 28 D. O'Toole observed the moon .with his 3,5-inch reflector nnd 60X 
only two days and nine hours after ne11 moon. He was. surprised to note a faint, 
detached spot on the dark limb about ten degrees from the visible south GUsp. 
He susp~ct~g a thin, faint line joining this spot to the CU?P• No similar ap
pearances were noted near the north cusp. An oil painting by 0 1 Toole s'~ows vmll 
the faint and indistinct character of the spot. On July 29 what was presUmably 
tho same spot was recognized to be an isolated peak, now fairly bright and about 
five degrees from the south cusp, On July 30-th the peak vras much brighter but 
1-ms still isolated, 0 1 Toole on this date secured a photograph of the appearc:.nce. 
The editor vmuld suggest that on July 28 the peak ·Has· obtaining penumbral illumi
nc.tion. He 1muld also suggest, on the basis·· of this example,· that an c.dequate 
study of the cusp-prolongations may req]..lire alloHance for the role of penumbral 
lighting and detailed l:.novrledgo of the topof_;raphy of the moon' s polar regions. 



Th~ remainder of this article will deal with~. the ' walled plain Grimaldi and may 
best bf3 read in· c onnecti.on ,.ri th Dr. J. C.: Bartlett 1 s. article on this subject in 
the February and March, 1949, issues. On pg. 1 of the Aug~:tst issue we described 
how T. Cragg on March 14, 1949 at colongitude 83~4 suspected that the Central 
B:r;-ight St:t'eak .was, composed of minute .. hills,. using ·his 6.:..ibch reflector.. · Haas· 
confirmed this observation·.-on..Sep.tember 7· · at 85~5; · thcmgh the seeing was poor, 
the moon was well defined in the. e.xcellent Griffith Obs·ervatory 12-inch refrac
tor. He perceived a north.-so.uth: chain of hills in' the ·no·rth central part of the 
floor, shadow showing on their .. east side; these hills; appeared: qui t,e. to co inc ide· 
vrith part of. the C~ntral Br~ght Streak visible under higher ·'l'ighti:hg. 

!·, ' 

D. 0 1 Toole made a dravring of Grimaldi with a 6-inch reflec,tor on Ju:J,y 11 at 
colongitude 96~4. He found that the west edge of the Central Bright Streak was 
sharply outlined while. th_e .east. edge was much less dist~nct!'.: A darker area was 
remarked in the northwest corner of the. walled plain. O'Toole observed Grimaldi 
again on Aug:ust $ near 77°. · · Again .the west edge· of the Streak was·· sharper than 
the east edg13. A .. couple bright\3r areas (individual hills?) ·were, seen in. the 
Streak; an<;J.'the floor was darkest .near. i:ts southeast: edge. : Near,l/27? on August 
12 0 1Toole was surprised to find the east edge of the Central· Streak "definitely 
as sharp aEt the west edge." A brighter spot in the Streak, two extremely faint 
light patches on the floor, and the darker area near the southeast edge were 
visible. 

Dr. J. C. Bartlett has discussed in correspondence his· finding the Grimaldi 
changes very abnormal during the August lunation. He qualifies tliis statement 
with the. remarks that he does not find ~;yth.~gg constant about Grimaldi .except 
its size and that he considers it totally · impossible to predict the appearance 
from knowledge of the.illumtnation, the changes being too irregular. Space un
fortunately alloltJS only a hurried surrnnary of his communications. The "normal" 
course of development of the floor-darkening.; ··he says, is for dark ·p~tches to 
form near the east wf).ll soon af·ter, sunrise and to coalesce so as to make a con
tinuous darker border to the.floor. This eastern darkening then moves westward 
towards the center of the floor. At· e.bout the same time a darkening ·of the vrest 
edge of the floor moves eastward. The two ,.,raves of darkening eventually meet 
near the center of the floor. Occasionally, he continues, their advances are 
somehow "inhibited". The portions of the ·floor normally ·covered bjr them then 
darken gradually a..'rld relatively slightly·1 as a result,: under high li~hting a 
floor less dark than usual has distinctly darker eastern and<1restern borders.· 
He thinks that just such an inhibiting effect occurred dur-ing the August lunation. 

On AugustS at 78~3 ·Bartlett found the "usual very dark,border" on the east 
floor, Incidentally, the south apex of the Central Streak. lay much farther 
south than usual (as it also did on August 9 and 10). On August 9 at 90~0 the 
dark· eastern border had. fq.iled to show a westward advance. Two dark areas had 
begun to develop at the west edge of the floor, one of them the northwestern 
dark area drawn by O'Toole on July 11; and there was a slight darkening in the 
extreme south part of the floor. 'The general tone of the floor was the same as 
on August $. On August 10 at 102~0 and 103~3 the floor was no darker than on 
August 9, being the same tone as Oceanus Procellarum·according to Bartlett. The 
dark eastern border had not only failed to advance; it had actually £Qntra2t~ 
arid was. perhap:s now confined to the· east inner wall of Grimaldi. The western 
dark patches.had perhaps also become smaller. There was no sigrt·of·the Chevron· 
Pa-t,:.te:r:n normally presGnt; it had been well developed as early as 85~2 on Nov. 15, 
1948 and had. be.en faintly but definitely present at 106~9 on August 21, 1948. 
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On August 10 Bartlett fonnd b~th edges b~ the Central Streak d:!.f:f'use and irregular. 
and is apparently thus in agreement With otToole 1s view of equal sharpness on 
August 12.1 Bartlett speaks· of whitish spots within the Streak in August, of 
which O'Toole saw one or two. 01Toole 1s dark a:r:ea in.:.the southeast is probably 
part of Bartlett's dark eastern border. 

Because of Dr. Bartlett's surprising observations in August and especially be
cause on August 9 he predicted the probable near-noon appearance of Grimaldi 
that month (a very rash. prophecy in his opinion), vTe should like to E£g~ all our 
readers who recorded observations of Grimaldi in August to send in reports on 
what they saw. If these reports are mailed ao as to reach us no later than 
November 15, they can be discussed in the December Strol~ing·AstroE~~~~ A few 
drawings already at hand suggest that the prediction may have been at least 
partially fulfilled. 

Y.IAR_2J._§ATQRN..~. AND ANDROMEDA NEBQLA_.QBJEGT .. '',· 

During the last month reports on Mars have been received. from T. Cragg .(12-inch_.'· 
refl.), H. H. Haas (6-inch refl,), E. E. Hare (7-'!nch refl.), L. T. Johnson 
(10-inch refl.), D. O'Toole .(6-inch refl.), E. J. Reese (6-inch refl.), and E.K. 
tfui te (7-inch refl.). 

Cragg's only observation was made on August 1 and when tho central meridian of 
longitude was 268°. The north cap was far brighter and far larger than the 
south cap. It is difficult to identify markings on a drawing he made of the 
tiny disc; perhaps Syrtis Major and Cas ius are i~perfectly shown. · 

The. other observations here discussed were made in September and October.· All 
observers agree that the north cap was then brilliant, and-most of them .empha
size that the bordering north polar band was extremely dark.· rn·fact., the .north 
cap and polar band have sometimes been seen when the ·disc was otherwise blank 
of detail. Hare measured the angular diameter of the north cap on his drawings 
to range from 39° to 44° in late September and early October• ; , ·The south cap is 
smaller, dimmer, and more diffuse than the north cap., Haas several times found 
the south cap to be not diametrically oprosite the. north cap,- · perhaps further 
evidence of the atmospheric nature of -t;he south cap at present. 

Man:J Acidalium was prominent (for a· feature op such a s~all disc)· to Reese, Hare, 
O'Toole~ and· Haas· near the first of Octobpr. B.eese on September 25. found it 
"very dark11 near the terminator at c •.. Jvl. 6$0 ;. .. Hare on September 30: at C. H. 34° 
recorded Acidalium to be quite dark at its. north base on the· polar band and to 
fade rapidly toward a diffused and indefinite southern end. Some of the tropical 
_!?-_~~ have been dr.awn, ·. as well as a feH ~anals (Indus; Ganges, Nilokoras, and 
Nepenthes)~ Nepenthes was conspicuous to .Hare on October 9. 

On November 15 the angular diameter, .of Mars will be 511 .6. The north pole will 
be tipped toward the earth by 23 de~rees so that·northern features will be seen 
better than southern featur,es. The quantity 0, the areocentric longitude of 
the sun measured so as to be 8° at the vernal equine~ of the northern hemisphere, 
will be 37°. Observers are. again requested to report each month's work no later 
than the tenth of the following month. 

Both O'Toole and Haas observed Saturn on a fm.J' dates in October. The Equatorial 
Zone is still briliiant but only to the south of the projected rings. The South 
Equatorial Belt remains dark and is the easiest bolt to see. Near 12h, U.T., 
on October 19 Haas found these other belts in ordor·of decreasing conspicuousness: 
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. -~ ~' 
South PolE+r r cmdr,; · North. Polar '::end;.:- North Temperate · B~l t. ·The· two · observers . 
agree that the b~ll is distinctly m9re duslcy south of the s. E .. B • .than nol~th of 
the rings·. Haas I(emarks whitish,. polar caps on both· the north and· the south 
limbs. The shadow of the rings .on the ball is, currently easy to see. The North 
Tropical Zone be:tween the.N. T. B, and the shadow of the rings is nmr·not apprecir.':· 
brighter than tJle·.baJ,l north of the N~ T. B. ·. 

The rings hay.e c],..osed considerably._· since ·last summer; for the Saturnicentric 
latitude of th~ earth. was only -491 on October 1 ·and will diminish nume:dcally · 
to -1~5 at the end of the year before increasing again. It should be interest-
ing to observe.; the ·color and brightness. of' the narrow rings, ':·the editor having : 
long :wondered, whethel;' : some colors he and others · observed in;·the rings ih 1936 
and i937 are .manif!3sted only \-Then. they are narrow ·enough. Perhaps such studies 
can give some ~nf()r:mation ·about .tbe physical :nature of the rings·. When the rings 
are lea~:f:i. openedin:late December, it mignt :be worthwhile to:look for possible 
J.rregulari ties on .~he narrow· ring .. arms~ 

J . . • · .• 

On pg. 14 ·c~f.:;o~·.Oc.tober issue ~e .mentioned a last.:.minute. communication about 
how T. R~;.Cave and.others had observed a star in the Andromeda Nebula on Seot
ember 25 (T.J. :r·. )... ., Th,e , exciting po~sibili ty · was that it might be a r;'\.r•po:.~:1:c.va_. • 
Unfortuna,t~ly, ,it pow .apP,e'ar::t. that tt was merely a foreground~ ::~.t~;r~:. Dr. Baade 
of the Mount Hilson Observatory wrote Cave on September 30 that .he photog:i-aphed 
the Nebula on September 25 with tlic 100-inch reflector. He compared the plate 
'lfTi th previous, Q.nes a.nd found· np evidence of any new object within 30 minutes ·of 
the nucl~u~ .• ,, qave , reports. tEat most of the observations· on· September 25 at. 
Bohannon' s.·house wer;e. made with a 12-inch telescope, and he thinks that he and 
the others must have failed to allow sufficiently for the-greater light-grasp of 
this comparatively large telescope. 

The ineteors .which· meteorites. giv~ r~se.to when they pass through the-atmosphere 
can, it.,seems; still furnish surpri-ses. · In Contri.Q:yJ:.]:.QQ~ ·.2f th~. ~2!:.t!:-J.:£~1 
,§.Q,cie~ in Poi?:!!1.!~£ !.§.k.Q!!2~Y, · Volmne 56, pg. 493, 1943 Professor ·Mohd• A. R. 
Khan qesc;ribed· his observations. of. "Streak .Heteors ·w-ithout. Perdepti-ble. Nuclei. 11 

The str~ak~.o'Qserved, ·which followed :in the. wake of the meteor· otherwise Wl
seen · ·'in his· opinion, ~ere 3 or 4 degrees . long and 1 or 2 degrees, broad. The 
great l.musp.alness of the _streaks :ip-·evielenced by·. the fact that apparently no:ae 
of those 'who heard the paper read at the Eleven'th Meeting of the Neteoritical 
Society.had .ever.·observ13d such phenomena. ·The ·Pakistan·member of the A.L.P.O., 
11r. P.-. Barnes, .. has become a very act:i,ve member of ·the American· Heteor .Society. 
He ha.s .. re.corded Professor Khan 1 s streaks ·· and has also observed equally puzzling 
stationa.fy fla.shes of light. He ·summar-izes his observations in a lstter·dated 
July :Z3,,.l949; .pis dates and times bE;llo.w are :by·1India Standard Time. . · 

' . '- : .- . 
,.·,··: 

''1"" 

Nr. Barmis . fir·st saw .. the flashes on.·. July 6, 1943 • •· vJhile wEi.tcbtng. a part of 
cles.r sky near : Scorpio and .Serpens, he noticed· stationar.y; flas'hes 'lasting from 
1/3 to 1/2 ,of. a ;:;:econd o;ver most of the. visible .area; more than 20 such occurred 
in hro ho~s. . ·The :sky was clear enough to reveal ·stars of. the fifth magnitude 
at the ~.eni th. . On the n~:r:t. night, July 7,· the phenomenon was repeated in a 
patcq : of. sky between i Ursa. Major- and Virgo. He also observed· 10 or. 12' normal 
movirig meteors from a radiant .in Serpens., . The flashes . occurred anywhere iri an 
area 20 degrees acr·a-ss·~ By contrast, on July 31-August 1, 1943, he remarked 45 
meteors all over the sky in 90 minutes but saw no flashes. These were next ob
served on August 23, 1943 when there were ·about 10 flashes stationary in various 
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parts of the sky, none lasting more than 1/25 of a second. (It is naturally 
difficult to make' accurate . estimates of such short intervals. of. time'· but. his. 
impression must have: b.een. on~ of ~X't.!:~~ brevity.) On August 29 he si:n<T · 11inany · · 
flashes all white ·. di.tring half' h()'!lr before 10 P.M. 11 . He wa::t!ch.ed· . fqi. 9d minute.S . 
after 10 P .H. but saw .no more. _;of them. The next, JJ?.ention ;Ls on M§l.:r:9h )8, . ' .1949, 
when the Zodiacal Light was recorded as a narrow cone .with i £s, .apex betueen 
Alpha and Beta Arietis. There were 11more flashes stand:i,.ng irL)o dekre€3 . wide 
area near zenith. 11 One meteor of magni tude-2 .showed a streak . of 'the sort pub
lished· upon 'by Khan. : On ·,an unr-ecorded oat~:.S:~nc~. :Har.Gl:i- l$ .. no. ordinary mett:ors 
were seen in a-two-hour ;wa::b.¢h, but there were ,som~ :.~;:tationary hashes. . ' . ' 

As Mr.· :Ba~nes ;d.in~s ~~t,.: it ·is most ~ifficult to.sw}pose. that_20 or .in~re met~. 
ears observed .·in ·a couple hours !are all moving exactly along the;. line of sight. 
It is to be n'ot-ed ·•again that theYi appeared . at man,y different points o:ver a_ Wide 
area of· sky. He is well a>·Jare qf the possib:ility of.· a ,physioJogi_c_a'l e:Xplanation; 
however, on . some .of the ocrcasi,ons when-;l;'J;e saw the .. flashes • a nati"lfy of Pakistan 
was with him on the roof of his residence and confirniE:ld tl;l(3ir· appe_e,r~ce •. ,He 
wonders whether it may be that a meteorite, presumably of unusual str'\lcture~ C:an 
be instantly consumed upon e:ote~ipg. $Orne part~cuJar .la,ye:r: of ,tbe e~'trth.' s atmos
'Jhere. If so, ·the observed. path would be ·13. point~. In th~s qonnecf,ion one thinks 
of the· c·oncept of contra terrene meteorii;,E)l:;; ·discussed . by Dr. Lincoln La Paz .. in 
~2r!.:trJbut~Qns of-,_!:he Socie-ty foE E~~!!EQB oR!1~~.12~F..t~es,Vol. _2,_ No. ;4; p~~ ~44~7,. 
L941 and·.Vpl. 3,. No. 2; pp. 93-5, 1943. · . _, . 

.. . :· ... 
~he Institute of .Meteo.ritics v!OUld like_ to lmovl 1-1h~ther any other members of :the 
1.L.P .0. have. ever seen meteors---of the t-vm kinds· here described. (Occasional· 
Jtationary meteors are not rema:rkable.) They way well deserve c:(.ose studJ;~-':"!-

NOTES 

It is time for active opser:ver.s· ·to ··order the:i_r copies of the 1950 Am~g_§Q 
Enhemeris and Nautical Almanac.· The price is $3~25, ··and the book may be ob
tained- from-the Superintendent of. Dom.;trnents, u. s •. Gov.ernment Print inK ()ffice, 
Hashington 25, D. c. !~ E~, as, it is.ofte~ briefly called,; ,-Qontains _such a 
wealth of information about Mart~an · ru;.d J 9vian central meric;lians., lunar co longi
tudes, satelli te.;_posi tions, · Se. turn ian ring.;.aspects, Uerc-qrian ··and _Venusian. phase-
angles, and many other things that it is almost as ~.ssential t_o the se:r;-:i_o'us 
lunar and planetary observer as an .eyepiece for his telescope.·· (Tpe editor. Will 
admit, though, that he has never read this book through from cover .. to cover, .• ) 

Some of the members o:L the A.L.P .0. had good views· of ·.the lunar ecLtpse o~ October. 
7; others sa-vr only clouds. It is known that some who observed h?,ve ·riot to date · 
submi'tted reports, and there has scarcely been timer enough yet to hear from our 
European colleagues:. Therefore, a discus-sion: of the eclips-e. will b.e d.efer.r(39- to 
a future issue,. There is .an unfortunate lack of pre.-iinmersion observations o.f 
regions watched for possible eclipse-caused changes. We especially desire to 
kno;.r the-normal relative :brightness of. three bright spots (craterlets) near the 
northwest 'edge of Grimaldi. These form a right triangle; the south side is much 
shorter than the other tvJO sides,. the twa spot's which form the south side b~ing 
perhaps five miles apart. Even those who did not .observe the eclipse can assist 
by watching these spots when the solar. illumin.ation is again the same ' as just 
after totality. ··Such future observati.cms will be impossible in this'.'oountry in 
1Tovember but can and should be at.t:empted ~ear 8fl on December 5, U.,T. .. . , 
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We are indebted to our French colleague Nonsieur R. Rigollet, editor of 
Q££~enta~1pn ges Obse~vatet~£, for excellent photographic charts of the paths 
among the stars of the asteroids Clotho and Pax in November. l·Je shall be glad 
to lend this material to interested persons. 

Mr. John J. O'Neill, 209 North Long Beach Ave., Freeport, Long Island, NelJ'York 
saw a curious agpearance to.the planet Saturn on April 28~ 1?49, at about 10:40 
P.M., E.S.T. (3 40m on Apr1l 29, U. T.). He used a 4-lncn refractor at 50X; 
the air was very clear but very turbulent. The image of the planet twice be
came temporarily double, this aspect each time lasting a few seconds only. The 
distance between the centers of the two images may have been half the diameter 
of the planet. The doubled appearru1ce was not repeated during 90 minutes of 
subsequent looking, the atmospheric turbulence having become much less. Mr-. 
O'Neill later learned that Mr. Richard Luce of the Hayden Planetarium has seen 
the same kind of double image of Saturn '\oli th a 6-inch reflector, possibly on Hay 
28, 1949. O'Neill wonders whether double refraction in the earth's atmosphere 
is possible under certain conditions. To him the effect was very reminiscent of 
the ~ppearance of an object seen through a piece of Iceland spar. Perhaps some 
of our readers would like to comment on this doubling effect. Barring results 
obviously due to optical defects of instruments used, the editor cannot remember 
having ever seen such an aspect except on Mercury, and even then only rarely 
under .§Xtr~ely bad atmospheric conditions. 

It may be recalled that Saturnian satellite phenomena will be numerous during 
the 1949-50 apparition. In this connection the following translated extract 
from .Qriog for July, 1949 may be of interest~ "Tethys was rather easily visible 
at its transits in front of the northern part of the dusky @lobe as a very sr.1all 
bright disc; its shadow was more difficult, looking like a small diffuse brown 
spot but contrasting with the greenish gray of the northern part of the ball. 
Iri order to be perceived in the vicinity of the globe, Tethys required the use 
of a small diaphragm masking the gln'tre and the ring." The reference is to ob
servations in April and May, 1949. 
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